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Presentation Notes
Welcome to E-Switch’s product training module on rocker switches. 



Purpose
• Introduce designers, engineers and customers to E-Switch’s most frequently used switches 

suitable for audio/visual applications. 

Objective
• Provide overview of audio/visual devices and equipment in which electro-mechanical 

switches are used. 
• Provide features and advantages of switch series.
• Review top selling switch series used in various audio/visual applications.

Content
• 14 pages

Introduction
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Welcome to E-Switch’s product training module on high demand switches for the audio/visual industry. The purpose of this product training module is to introduce designers, engineers and customers to E-Switch’s most frequently used switches suitable for the audio/visual applications. Training objectives include providing an overview of audio/visual devices and equipment in which electro-mechanical switches are used; provide features and advantages of switch series; review top selling switch series used in various audio/visual applications. 



Overview

Types of Audio/Visual Equipment That 
Use Electro-mechanical Switches

 Sound Components
 Visual Components
 Screen Projectors
 Computer Desktops
 Laptop Computers
 Video and Audio Conference Equipment
 Flat and Curve Screen Monitors
 Recording Equipment
 Amplifiers
 Training Simulators
 Security Camera & Control Panels
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There are numerous types of audio/visual related devices and equipment that require electro-mechanical switches in both the residential and commercial industries. A short list includes sound and visual components, screen projectors, computer desktops and laptops, video and audio conferencing equipment, flat and curve screen monitors, recording equipment and amplifiers, training simulators, security camera and control panels. 



Frequently Requested Switches for Audio/Visual Solutions

Switches frequently used for audio/visual applications, but are not 
limited to, are as follows:

 Pushbutton

 Rocker

 Tact
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Electro-mechanical switches frequently used in audio/visual applications, but are not limited to, include pushbutton, rocker and tact switches. 



Pushbutton Features and Advantages

Pushbutton Switches

 Momentary or latching operation

 Offers termination options such as right angle, PCB pin and solder lug

 Wide range of cut-out panel sizes from 4.5mm to 30.5mm in diameter 

 Non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices for design and function flexibility

 Large variety of cap styles available

 Many pushbuttons are IP certified

 RoHS compliant
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E-Switch offers a large selection of pushbutton switches which prove to be highly functional in the audio/visual industry.  A pushbutton surface accommodates the human finger as it is pressed or pushed, offering the option of momentary or latching operation.  The pushbutton switch style offers termination options such as right angle, PCB pin and solder lug, a wide range of cut-out panel sizes from 4.5mm to 30.5mm in diameter, the choice of non-illuminated or illuminated in many color options for design and function flexibility. Several pushbutton cap styles are available. Many pushbutton switches are IP certified and all switches are RoHS compliant.



Illuminated Pushbutton Switch Applications

Applications

Audio Board Controls
Broadcasting Control Suites
Mixing Boards 
Equipment On/Off Switch
Gaming Control Panels
Head Phones
Answering Machine Indicator
Sound & Lighting Controls

Rated IP67
PB1973P16LP6 PA4

ULP

D16 L16

LP4

LP15LP11LP1LA LP16

RP3508 WBL

PR1LP2
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Within the large selection of pushbutton switches offered from E-Switch, the illuminated models are commonly requested in the audio/visual industry for their luminosity attribute for better visibility in the work environment.  Popular applications for illuminated pushbuttons include audio board controls, broadcasting control suites, on/off switches on equipment, gaming control panels, answering machine indicator, sound and lighting controls. 



Non-Illuminated Pushbutton Switch Applications

Applications

Foot Switch Control
Equipment On/Off Switch
Training Simulator Equipment
Intercom Devices
Security Camera Systems

Rated IP67

FS5700

700 700A

PB300

800C800A

RP8600

PV1PBH
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There are plenty of applications for non-illuminated pushbutton switches.  Most commonly requested in the audio/visual industry is a foot switch. The durable construction and robust response makes it particularly suitable for foot operated controls in the music industry and in various training simulators. Non-illuminated pushbuttons are used as an on/off switch on projectors and monitors as well as for training simulator equipment, intercom devices and security camera systems. 



Rocker Features and Advantages

Rocker Switches

 Offer several termination options such solder lugs, PCB pins, screw 
terminals and quick connect tabs

 Available in many  shapes, sizes and colors, plus the option of 
standard or custom symbols on the actuator

 Non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices for 
design and function flexibility

 RoHS compliant 
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Rocker switches provide several features that make them suitable for the audio/visual industry.  One being their firm rocking motion to quickly sense if the switch is on or off.  Rockers offer several termination options such solder lugs, PCB pins, screw terminals and quick connect tabs. Rockers are available in many shapes, sizes and colors, plus the option of standard or custom symbols on the actuator, come non-illuminated or illuminated in many color options for design and function flexibility and lastly, all rocker switches from E-Switch are RoHS compliant.



Rocker Switch Applications

Applications

Surge Protectors
On/Off Switch on Equipment
Computer Towers
Printers and Copiers R1966 R1973

RB4

RA1R5

WB2

RBW2 RR3112

RVW

RR3402
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Rocker switches are a good choice for on/off switches on audio/visual equipment, especially an illuminated rocker, which allows the switch to be found easily in a dimly lit room. Rockers can be found on surge protectors, on/off switch on many types of audio/visual equipment, computer towers, printer and copiers.



Tact Switch Features and Advantages

Tact Switches

 Offer several termination options such through hole, surface mount, right 
angle and dual stacked actuators

 Provide a range of profile heights from .55mm to 17.0mm

 Come in a wide range of sizes, from micro-miniature measurement of 3mm x 
2mm to a large tactile surface of 12mm x 12mm 

 Non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices for design and 
function flexibility

 Numerous tact switches offer multiple gram force options

 RoHS compliant
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Tact switches provided by E-Switch offer several termination options such through hole, surface mount, right angle and dual stacked actuators; provide a range of profile heights from .55mm to 17.0mm; come in a wide range of sizes, from micro-miniature measuring 3mm x 2mm to a large tactile surface of 12mm x 12mm; non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices for design and function flexibility; numerous tact switches offer multiple gram force options; and all tact switches are RoHS compliant.



Tact Switch Applications

Applications

Remote Control Devices
Smart Phone/Music Playlist Devices
Keyboards or Keypads
Instruments or Interface Control Panels
Audio Recording Equipment
Sound Amplifiers

TL1014

TL3253 TL3301 TL3342

TL1250TL1240TL1105LL1105

TL6100TL3780

TL3305
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E-Switch offers a broad selection of tact switches. Many provide multiple features which make them popular for numerous audio/visual applications where a firm tactile response is required. Applications include remote control devices, smart phones and music playlist devices, keyboards and keypads, instruments and interface control panels, audio recording equipment and various types of sound amplifiers such as hearing aid devices and speaker systems for smart phones. 



Resources

www.e-switch.com
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Go to www.e-switch.com to see the full range of switches available for audio/visual solutions.  On the home page, hover over Product Catalog to select Catalog by Type or Features to learn product specifications. 



Resources

www.e-switch.com
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Request samples and 3D models from the E-Switch home page. 



Resources

Data Sheet Switch Samples

3D Models. jpg
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E-Switch provides product and support to bring the customer’s design to life.  Product support includes datasheets, 3D Models, request for switch samples and on-hand stock. 



Summary

 In summary, E-Switch provided an overview of audio/visual solutions and switch series which are suitable for common 
audio/visual applications.

 E-Switch provided features and advantages for switches that are in high demand for audio/visual applications. The most 
popular switch categories include pushbutton, rocker and tactile.

 Pushbutton features offer several termination options, various cut-out panel sizes from 4.5mm to 30.5mm in diameter and 
provide non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices.

 Rocker switches feature several termination options, offer many  shapes, sizes and colors, plus the option of standard or 
custom symbols on the actuator and non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices.

 The advantages of tact switches include several termination options, provide a range of profile heights from .55mm to 
17.0mm, come in a wide range of sizes and are available non-illuminated and illuminated with many color choices. 

 Besides the switches shown in the product training module, E-Switch offers many more electro-mechanical switches that 
will meet the necessary requirements.
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In summary, E-Switch provided an overview of audio/visual solutions and switch series which are suitable for common audio/visual applications. E-Switch provided features and advantages for switches that are in high demand for audio/visual applications. The most popular switch categories include pushbutton, rocker and tactile. Pushbutton features offer several termination options, various cut-out panel sizes from 4.5mm to 30.5mm in diameter and provide non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices. Rocker switches feature several termination options, offer many  shapes, sizes and colors, plus the option of standard or custom symbols on the actuator and non-illuminated and illuminated options in many color choices. The advantages of tact switches include several termination options, provide a range of profile heights from .55mm to 17.0mm, come in a wide range of sizes and are available non-illuminated and illuminated with many color choices.  Besides the switches shown in the product training module, E-Switch offers many more electro-mechanical switches that will meet the necessary requirements.
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